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ABSTRACT:
In cloud computing there is problem associated with whole life of cloud data. For storage
three important aspects of data is Data confidentiality, Data integrity and availability. Data
encryption is used for confidentiality. Now, after this encryption data is sent to storage.
Now, after the user supplies its key than the data is opened. Thus to provide user based
security control for cloud provider is the primary objective of this work and can be
achieved by Homomorphic encryption. Key management is another problem because the
user is not expert to manage keys. The user has faced such problems. To develop a
security architecture and implement client based confidentiality tool for storage in cloud
computing and evaluate traditional security solutions and identify their remaining issues
by which overall performance gets degraded. We will implement homomorphic encryption
using improved KP-ABE system to achieve data confidentiality.
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1.INTRODUCTION:
Cloud computing is a standard for supporting global, useful, and on-demand network
access to a public pool of configurable processing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be promptly provisioned and discharged with least
management determination or service provider interaction. It simply means that we can
access the on demand services from the cloud which can be the requirement of network,
servers, storage, applications and services. There are two main classifications of cloud
organization: public cloud and private cloud. To take benefit of public clouds, data vendors
must upload their data to marketable cloud service suppliers which are commonly considered
to be semi trusted which means we cannot blindly trust them, that is, honest but curious.
Which directly means that the cloud service providers will try to find out as much
underground information in the users’ subcontracted data as possible, but they will genuinely
follow the protocol in over-all.
Established approach regulator techniques are established on the postulation that the server is
in the confidential field of the data owner, and consequently an all-knowing orientation
monitor can be used to implement approach policies against authenticated users. But, in the
cloud-computing standard this statement usually does not hold, and hence these solutions are
not relevant. There is a need for a decentralized, scalable, and flexible way to mechanism
access to cloud data without fully trusting on the cloud service providers. This is the main
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issue of the cloud regarding the security and safety of the data which is confidential. Thus to
provide the security and kept the user’s data confidential we have found a way to keep it
secure. The method we are going to propose here will work on a simple approach. We are
giving the idea of encryption, in which the user’s data or message which the user wants to
transfers on the network will be encrypted. Here the question arises how and which approach
will be followed here for the encryption technique used here? The answer to this question is
described as-

Figure 1.: Cloud Computing
Data encryption is the most operative in honor to avoiding sensitive or the very confidential
data of the customer from an unauthorized access. In conventional public key encryption or
identity-based encryption systems, encrypted data is pointed for decryption by a particular
celebrated user. Inappropriately, these functionality shortages the articulateness needed for
more advanced data sharing. To address these budding needs, Sahai and Waters initiated the
concept of attribute-based encryption (ABE). In its place of encrypting to individual users, in
ABE system, one can insert an access policy into the cipher text or decryption key. Like this,
data access is self-enforcing from the cryptography, involving no trusted moderator.

2. RELATED WORK:
ABE can be observed as a conservatory of the concept of identity-based encryption in which
user identification is simplified to a set of illustrative characteristics instead of an only string
denoting the user identity. When comparing with identity-based encryption i.e. ABE has
important advantage as it achieves flexible one-to-many encryption in its place of one-to-one;
it is proposed as a favorable device for concentrating the problem of confident and finegrained data sharing and regionalized access control.
We offer a new KP-ABE formation with constant cipher text size by adopting and applying
the knowledge of the identity-based broadcast encryption method. In our algorithm
construction, the access policy can be expressed or defined as any intonation access structure.
Temporarily, the cipher text size is independent of the number of cipher text features, and the
number of bilinear pairing estimations is reduced to a constant. We prove that our scheme is
semantically secure and locked in the selective-set model based on the general DiffieHellman exponent notion.
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3 EXISTING SYSTEM:
The encryption technique is been finalized and now this paper is going to present the results
for vivid KP-ABE methodology with constant-size of the cipher texts. Here it will be very
interesting to see if shorter private keys can be obtained without affecting the clarity or the
dimension of cipher texts and to the construct adaptively and high secure such approach. The
other more difficult and challenging problem we have faced to achieve related results in the
communicative cipher text-policy location. , we had firstly studied the feasible and reliable
withdrawal operations in KP ABE scheme: single attribute withdrawal, attribute set
withdrawal and unique identifier withdrawal. After that, based on unique identifier revocation
procedure, we will suggested the KP-ABE-R scheme in which mischievous users can be
efficiently and more collaboratively revoked.
Our motive going to present the cipher text policy based on the encryption scheme with
complete efficient revocation with the help of using linear undisclosed allocation pattern and
binary tree as the essential tools. We are going to that the allocating proficiency can be easily
provided in the wished-for arrangement, but all the representatives are accompanying with
their creative delegator’s matchless identifier. The overview of our proposed paper has been
diagrammatically presented with the help of two illustrative reorientations-

Figure 2: Encryption System
The figure 2 represented here shows that the data owner is encrypting his confidential files
and index which he want to be secure from the outsiders, here the encryption technique is
involved. Moreover, the data is encrypted if and only if the search request for the encryption
is found. If the search request will not being found by any of the receiver then the key will
not been send , hence it will be discarded. If their exists any of the search request on the
server side the request, then the request will be successfully accepted and encrypted files will
be retrieved by the data users. Here the search request will also be in an encrypted form.
Here the above figure has demonstrated how the encryption can be done and how the request
of the search will be fulfilled. Here by it is very easy to understand the encryption system.
Now with the second example we will discuss the ABE encryption technique. Here, In ABE
encryption attributes are defined and it’s more briefly discussed as-
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Figure 3: Attribute based Encryption
The figure 3 represents the encryption technique here, the user here provides his attributes for
e.g. his illness which can be fever, diabetes etc., name of the hospital like A,B,C,D, his
gender i.e. male or female, his race i.e. Asian, black or white.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM:
Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) is a type of identity-based
encryption, which uses one public key and the Master Private Key, used to make more
restricted private keys. The KP-ABE is very expressive rules for which private keys can
decrypt which cipher texts. Here in this algorithm Private keys have “attributes” or labels and
the most important feature of this algorithm is Cipher text shaves its own decryption policies.
Figure 4 describe about Cipher text policy Attribute-based encryption

Figure 4: Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
Contrasting other Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) systems, KPABE acts not require a
trusted authority, or any form of storage. The encryption the situation functions as the RBAC
mechanism.
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Figure 5: Role-Based Access Control
As shown in the above figure 5, KP-ABE reverses the role of encryption and key derivation.
The encryption is associate with an access structure, which is constructed using the policy.
KGS simply issues private keys for the attributes users have. If users (rather their attributes)
satisfy the owner defined access structure, they can decrypt it. The second variant is closer to
encryption found in open systems as the cipher text is associated the policy.
5. CONCLUSION
The third party mechanism deals with continuous monitoring of user record. This
monitoring along with improved throughput and efficiency is achieved. Out of these methods
an enhanced secure scenarios is generated through our proposed KP-ABE. At the initial level
of our research, we get the following benefits.
 Improved security solution with less operational overheads and retains reliability on
novel encryptions
 Unauthorized access is blocked using improved key generation through user
characteristics.
Continuous monitoring gives the user behavior measurements and analyzes the affection of
such novel cryptosystem on other services
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